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BTS Symposium Makes
Westward Trek
Event slated for Oct. 9–11
at San Diego’s Westgate Hotel
By James E. O’Neal
SAN DIEGO
The annual BTS fall Symposium is
headed west this year, leaving its longtime Washington, D.C. area home for
a new venue on the Pacific coast. The
move is part of an attempt to grow attendance at the event by moving to an
area with a significant number of IEEE
members that have not been attracted
to the Washington, D.C. venue. Symposium events will be held Oct. 9–11 at
the San Diego Westgate Hotel.
The move to San Diego came as a
recommendation from a special committee created by BTS president Bill
Meintel to counter falling attendance.
According to Symposium co-chair Paul
Shulins, San Diego was selected after

evaluation of a number of other potential host cities.
“The city of San Diego was selected to expose the west coast broadcast community to the symposium,”
said Shulins. “In addition to being an
easy-to-get-to, and desirable destination, San Diego is in close proximity
to Los Angeles, and several other large
western U.S. markets where a sizable
number of IEEE BTS members are
located. This venue will give many of
these members an easy opportunity to
see what a worthwhile event we hold
every year.”
Selecting a New Event Hotel
Shulins said that he and co-chair
David Layer traveled to San Diego this
past January and scouted a number of
continued on page 4
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President’s Column
William Meintel, BTS President
In my last column I discussed the excitement concerning the move of the Annual Broadcast Symposium (ABS) to San
Diego, CA for 2013 after holding it in the
Washington, DC area for 62 years. I did,
however, fail to go into any significant detail about what prompted the decision to
make this major change. In view of that
and the fact that there has been some
negative response, although most has been positive, I will try
to explain some of why this was done and why San Diego was
chosen for 2013. There are actually a number of reasons for
making alterations in the ABS and below are some examples
and/or reasons a change was considered necessary.
In recent years the attendance at the ABS has been flat or
declining. At one session during the 2011 ABS that included
at least two speakers from large IT companies I counted less
than 40 people in the audience. This, despite the fact the
presentations were very relevant to the industry. Since these
speakers, I believe, had traveled from the west coast it did
not seem that it was not worth their time or their employer’s expense to address such a small number of people. This
type of situation also makes it more difficult to attract quality
speakers from such companies in the future.
In addition, to the small turnout the true cost of producing the ABS has grown significantly which has caused the ABS
to regularly lose money with a very significant loss being incurred for the 2012 ABS. Although BTS has been able to
absorb the losses because of sufficient revenue from other
sources, most notably IBC and the Symposium on Broadband
Multimedia Systems and Broadcasting (BMSB), the question
arose as to whether this was the best use of the available
resources.
One of the reasons for the high cost of ABS is of course
the venue. Both the Washington, DC area and the specific
hotel contribute to the expense. Unfortunately, it has been
very difficult to find Washington area venues with suitable
facilities that are interested in hosting the ABS. Because of
that we have been forced to take what was available and that
turns out to be expensive, both for BTS and for the attendees with the attendee cost likely contributing to the lower
turnout.
Because of the low turnout and the losses, a committee
was established to look into the causes and find potential solutions to this chronic problem. The committee was asked to
look at all aspects of the ABS and make recommendations as
to what should and/or could be done to make the ABS more
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financially self sufficient but more importantly to look at the
best use of our resources to benefit the BTS membership
and the broadcast industry.
After careful consideration the committee recommended
moving the ABS to different venues around the United States
with an occasional return to the Washington, DC area.
The recommendation was based on four things. The first is
moving to different areas of the country opens up the opportunity for “local” engineers to be able to attend without
significant travel. The second is the potential for cost savings
for both BTS and the attendees since many locations are less
costly than Washington. Thirdly the specific site selections
are to be partially based on concentrations of BTS members
and/or potential BTS members. The last is the ease of access
for those that will need to travel by air.
Given the criteria above, San Diego, CA appears to be a
good fit. Hotel costs are less than in Washington, there is
a concentration of BTS members on the west coast as well
as significant numbers of potential members and ABS attendee in both media and IT, and travel to San Diego from
other areas of the United States is relatively easy. It is also
noted that the reduction in hotel costs will offset some
of the travel cost for those not located in the southern
California area. One added benefit to San Diego is a newly
established local BTS chapter to help with local arrangements and local promotion, something that Washington
does not have but should.
I have talked at length about the ABS move but there are
also other aspects of the ABS that will likely undergo changes
as well. One aspect is to improve the program to make it
more relevant to today’s changing broadcast industry.
While we realize moving the ABS outside the Washington,
DC area is inconvenient for some, it gives an opportunity for
those in other areas to attend with less travel and lower hotel costs. It is hoped that by moving to different venues the
value of the ABS and consequently BTS will become more
widely know and increase both attendance and membership.
Considering where things have been in recent years the only
way to go is up. Hope to see many of you in San Diego this
fall and in San Antonio in 2014.
The venues for 2015 and beyond have not yet been determined so if you have a suggestion please let us know quickly
since plans will begin soon for those years.
As society president, I always welcome your input about
my column or any other issues affecting BTS.
Bill Meintel
President
wmeintel@ieee.org
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From the Editor
James E. O’Neal, BTS Newsletter Editor
As I put this issue to bed, the big NAB
Show has been history for about two
weeks. And like many of us, I’m still playing
the catch-up game in dealing with items
that were on the plate before I boarded
the flight to Las Vegas, as well as tending
to matters that developed as a result of
the show and also those that have cropped
up since returning home.
This is the way of the world, post-NAB, and I suppose it
always will be. However, the Show makes it all worthwhile.
It’s all there in the glitter and spotlights that only Las Vegas
can provide—exposure to new products and technologies,
sitting in on cutting-edge papers, meeting old friends and
making new ones, endless social functions, little sleep—you
know the drill.
I had about a week in the office before heading out again;
this time with my wife and a road trip to Tuscaloosa, Ala. to
visit our son who is in grad school at the University of Alabama there. I’m an inveterate radio listener and one of the
ways I occupy myself on such a long trip (it was 12 hours each
way) is by scanning the dial to see (hear, really) what turns up.
Thanks to the FCC’s sell out to big business a few years
ago which now allows a handful of large groups to each own
a very large number of radio stations, there really isn’t a lot
of diversity in either programming—or the way stations
“sound”—anymore. Another casualty of the times is the way
an overwhelming majority of AM outlets have been relegated
to the dumpster.
I have to admit that I found my share of this on this trip.
Particularly upsetting was a 50 kW AM which—even sounding very good (a painful number of AMs suffer greatly from
audio bandpass reduction and way too much processing)—
was totally tied to the skirts of a co-owned FM. I listened to
a boring syndicated talk show on and off for an hour, hoping
to get some traffic and weather information. I found it rather
incredible that except for the clustered “legal” identification
at the top of the hour, each and every one of the identifications aired stated that I was listening to either “FM 99” or
“WNNN-FM” (I’m using an invented frequency and call sign,
as it’s not my intention to single out anyone for embarrassment, but rather to call attention to the limbo state in which
a lot of once profitable and top-rated AM stations now exist.
On the other side of the equation, while driving across
eastern Tennessee, I found a couple of AMs where things
were done right! The sound quality was superlative and the
music programming aired was quite good—not the mindless,
politically-charged, and boring syndicated talk show banter
that characterizes an overwhelming majority of what’s available on the radio nowadays. Due to the size of the markets
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and the quality of delivery, I have to believe that the programming was automated, but the automation was done so well
that it fooled me.
My point here is that we as broadcast engineers can concoct really great vehicles for delivering audio; however without some compelling programming, the transmitter might
just as well be connected to a dummy load. And I find it mindboggling that an station owner would be foolish enough to
pay the power bill and other expenses involved in operating
a large AM radio station and join it at the hip to an FM with
an equal coverage area. Turn in the license and let someone
else whose willing to program it have a chance! There’s a
lot of life left yet in the AM broadcast band—if someone is
willing to address the software (programming) side of things.
Enough said.
Moving to a slightly different topic, many of you know that
my “day job” is technology editor at TV Technology magazine. Several times a year I’m called on to write an editorial
piece. My most recent rant (in the April 1 magazine in case
you didn’t see it) was about the U.S. Emergency Alert System
(EAS). My contention is that it has several flaws, and as it
has become an evolutionary system with many add-ons that
were not part of the original plan, maybe it’s time to think
about dumping it altogether and developing a new system
that’s more representative of 21st century communications
technology.
This was driven home in a big way in the aftermath of the
April Boston Marathon bombings. In an unprecedented move
(at least in the United States), a large city (Boston) was totally
“locked down” for an entire day by law enforcement authorities as they engaged in a dragnet operation to capture one
of the bombing suspects. All mass transit was suspended, including Amtrak railway connections to other cities, and residents were very strongly encouraged to remain indoors and
keep their doors locked to everyone except police officials
with identification.
Other than the news of a hostile missile launch with warheads directed at a city, I can’t think of anything that would
top this as “emergency” situation, yet the Boston area EAS
was not activated! The only answers I’ve heard about such
an incredible omission is that people in Boston were able to
get all of the information they needed from radio/TV news
broadcasts, social media and Internet Websites. The U.S. EAS
is expensive to implement and maintain, and is frequently the
source of monetary fines by the FCC for non-compliance.
Maybe it is time to shut it down and move on.
Your comments are welcomed.
James O’Neal
Editor
BTS Newsletter
BTSeditor@IEEE.org
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BTS Symposium
Makes Westward Trek

Summer 2013

San Diego’s Westgate Hotel.

COURTESY OF WESTGATE HOTEL

convention hotels in the area before
settling on the Westgate.
“David and I looked at several hotels, and recommended the Westgate
Hotel to the Symposium committee
and BTS AdCom, because it fits the
character of the symposium,” said Shulins. “It is just the right size, is located in
a convenient and attractive part of the
city, and it has reasonable room rates.
The symposium committee agreed
that this hotel was the best choice as
well, and we were thrilled to be able
to sign a contract with the Westgate
[in March] securing this wonderful location for this coming October. I think
all attendees will agree the Westgate is
a step up in terms of elegance, history,
and convenience, while maintaining
a room rate that is more reasonable
than most comparable Washington,
D.C. area hotels.
“In addition San Diego’s climate is
perfect for October, and we may have
some of the receptions outdoors this
year on the hotel property. Also there
are many attractions for spouses as
well in the city, including the San Diego
Zoo, Shopping, great restaurants, the
USS Midway, and broadcast facilities
that are within easy walking distance.”
The Westgate hotel is privately owned and affiliated with Grand
America hotels and resorts. It features
223 private rooms and has a combined
indoor/outdoor space of some 20,000
square feet, including a 2,550 square
foot meeting room.
With 1.3 million residents, San
Diego is the eighth-largest U.S. city and
in California, is second only in size to
Los Angeles.
At press time, the Symposium program is still being formalized, with a paper selection panel tentatively meeting
set for May 15. Look for the complete
program schedule in the next edition of
the BTS Newsletter.
Symposium information, including
registration and hotel information, is
available on the BTS Website, http://bts.
ieee.org/broadcastsymposium.

COURTESY OF WESTGATE HOTEL

continued from page 1

Wesgate Hotel conference room.
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2013 NAB Show Highlights
By James E. O’Neal
LAS VEGAS
By all measures, the 2013 NAB Show was a success, with
plenty of new technological innovation in evidence and a
growing number of attendees from all over the world flocking to this six-day (April 6–11) broadcasting and teleproduction mecca.
The final numbers released by the NAB indicate that this
year, some 92,414 attendees filled the aisles and meeting
rooms of the sprawling Las Vegas Convention Center. This
compares to the 91,565 who attended last year. According
to other NAB information, visitors to Show came from 155
countries, with 24,461 of these attendees from countries
other than the United States. The number of companies that
came to display their wares spiked too, with exhibit space
rising nearly 10 percent over that of the 2012 NAB Show—

more than 1,600 exhibitors occupied some 900,000 square
feet of convention hall floor space.
BTS members were there in large numbers too to check
out the latest developments in broadcasting technology, to attend the AdCom meeting, to staff booths, and to deliver presentations at the Show’s technical sessions.
As in previous years the BTS booth was located in a mainstream traffic area in “South Upper,” with both Amanda
Temple and Amy Reeder on hand to greet NAB Show attendees and provide Society literature information. Their efforts
resulted in some new member sign-ups, as well as a number
of membership renewals.
Turnout was good at the Sunday, April 7 BTS AdCom meeting, with—members present the event and an additional—taking part in the proceedings via telephone. Socializing and some
hearty food followed the meeting at TJ’s Steakhouse Restaurant.
The 2014 NAB Show dates are April 5–10.

The Las Vegas Convention Center
once again was the backdrop for
the NAB Show, which this year
drawing more than 92,000
attendees and more than 1,600
exhibitors.

4K video was much in evidence at
this year’s NAB Show, with this
striking 7-foot high, 23-foot long 4K
LED display from Leyard drawing a
lot of attention.
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The BTS NAB Show booth stayed busy
dispensing IEEE literature, answering
questions about the organization and
recruitment of new members. When this
photo was taken, Rich Chernock was on
hand to Amy Reeder in greeting show
attendees and supplying answers to their
questions about our organization.

COURTESY OF MARISABEL RODRIGUEZ

The NAB Show also served as the
backdrop for the April 7 BTS AdCom
meeting, which was held at the adjacent
Las Vegas Hotel & Casino (LVH), with a
dinner following for AdCom members
and guests at the hotel’s TJ’s
Steakhouse restaurant.
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The reach of the NAB Show
extended a bit further than to
those footsore persons who trod
the floors of the LVCC complex;
some visitors may have noticed
this dynamic display indicating the
Show’s presence on social media.

Who says “old” is passé and
boring? Certainly not show
attendees who were drawn to
demonstrations of older
broadcasting technologies from
the Museum of Broadcast
Technology which is located in
Woonsocket, R.I. Paul Beck and
Tom Sprague from that
organization traveled to Las Vegas
to show off a small portion of the
Museum’s treasures, including this
operational Ampex VR-3000
“backpack” 2-inch quadruplex VTR.
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Shining a Spotlight on
Female Engineers
IEEE Women in Engineering aims
to raise awareness and close gender gap
By Ania Monaco
Did you know that the person widely recognized as the
first computer programmer was a woman?
Ada Lovelace was known for her work on Charles Babbage’s early mechanical general-purpose computer, the Analytical Engine. Her notes on it include what is now recognized
as the first computer algorithm.
And another woman, Grace Hopper, developed the concept of a compiler in the late 1940s and early 1950s while
working at Remington Rand, which became part of Sperry
Rand Corp.
Despite their technical achievements through the years,
however, women represent only about 10 percent of engineers
in the workplace—a figure that has held steady for years.
IEEE Women in Engineering is working hard to increase
that percentage and bring greater public awareness of women’s contributions. It now has 14 000* members, one third
of them men.
Gearing up to celebrate its 20th anniversary in 2014, WIE
has been especially active. Last year it established a scholarship, launched a public visibility campaign, developed an app
for tablets that spotlights the work of female engineers who
are IEEE members, posted videos of its activities on IEEE.tv,
and partnered with Google to hold an outreach event. Be on
the lookout for more WIE activities this year.
“These efforts support WIE’s core mission of recognizing
outstanding achievements and providing a vibrant, engaged
community for women in IEEE,” says Nita Patel, chair of the
2013 IEEE WIE Committee. “WIE has taken a leap in the past
year to help promote the achievements of women across IEEE.”
Greater Visibility
To spotlight the work of female engineers, WIE in September rolled out a visibility campaign, with the catchphrase
“I Change the World. I Am an Engineer.” The campaign features online chats with prominent WIE members as well as
posters highlighting successful female engineers who are IEEE
members. The posters were hung at engineering schools as
well as in preuniversity classrooms.
In September and October, the group held weekly online chats with viewers of the live video streaming Website
UStream, many of whom were students. IEEE Fellow Karen
Panetta and Senior Member Ramalatha Marimuthu spoke
about what it’s like to be an engineer and answered viewers’
questions in real time.
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Other speakers included IEEE Senior Member Maria Cristina Dias Tavares, professor of electrical and computer engineering at the University of Campinas, in Brazil, and IEEE
Member Teresa Schofield, an electronics engineer and chair
of the IEEE United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland Section
WIE affinity group.
Each chat drew almost 100 participants and added 29,000
new “likes” to WIE’s Facebook page, which promoted the
online chats and included links to the videos.
And WIE has been spreading the word about female engineers’ accomplishments through the “I Change the World.
I Am an Engineer” app, launched in January. Available for Android and Apple tablets, the app features profiles of more than
80 women (some are pictured above). Each profile includes a
biography, information about the engineer’s career, and a photo.
An e-book version, featuring interactive PDFs, is also available.
Partnering With Google
To build support for women in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields, WIE partnered
with Google to hold an event on 23 and 24 January at the
company’s headquarters in Mountain View, Calif. “Enhancing the Sustainability of Women in Technology” drew about
200 attendees, many of them women working in the field.
Speakers included several female Google employees, who
covered a variety of technical topics such as fault-tolerant
computing, data analysis, and Google’s Cloud computing
applications.
Panetta, the event’s program cochair, is the mastermind
behind Nerd Girls, a program at Tufts University, in Medford,
Mass., that seeks to dispel the stereotype of geeky engineers.
Panetta is a professor of electrical engineering at the university and former chair of the IEEE WIE Committee, which
functions as the organization’s board of directors.
Marimuthu, the event’s cochair and 2011 and 2012 chair of
the WIE Committee, discussed the importance of applying innovative research to solve real-world problems. Marimuthu is
no stranger to such work. When she’s not busy heading the
department of information technology at Kumaraguru College
of Technology, in Coimbatore, India, she works on developing
early screening systems to detect autism and other disorders
in children.
Miche Baker-Harvey, a software engineer at Google,
laid out the secrets to landing a dream job. She covered
interviewing skills, résumé writing, and leadership traits.
continued on page 10
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University of Cagliari
Hosts GOLD Workshop
By Wout Joseph, GOLD Chair

Following these presentations, GOLD students were
called to the podium to present their portion of the workshop agenda, including a poster session for PhD candidates.
These posters were scientifically interesting and resulted in
discussion between students and presenters.
In the afternoon, the group journeyed to the Skylogic
Mediterraneo teleport, a satellite transmission facility serving TV broadcasting and telecommunications communities.

CAGLIARI, ITALY
The second GOLD (Graduates Of the Last Decade)
workshop was held here March 4 and 5, 2013 and hosted by
Multimedia Communications Laboratory of the University of
Cagliari, with international broadcasting specialists from all
over the world providing information on “Next Generation”
broadcasting.
The program got underway with a presentation by David
Wood, deputy director of the EBU’s technical operations,
about the technical parameters of “tomorrow’s” television
system, stressing both good and weak points. His presentation stimulated a question-and-answer session and much
discussion among attendees.
Bill Hayes, BTS vice president and director of engineering
and technology at Iowa Public Television, was next on the
program. He discussed U.S. trends in television broadcasting
and his experience with network planning and high-power
transmission and tall towers, providing the students present
with information about the history of television, as well as
system implementation within the state of Iowa. Mr. Hayes
was followed by presentations from Italian broadcaster, RAI,
and also Telecom Italia.
Jon Montalban, who is with the TSR (radio communications and signal processing) group at the University of the
Basque Country, talked then about Cloud Transmission, a
Bill Hayes
technique developed Yiyan Wu, principle
research scientist at the Communications
Research Centre (CRC) in Ottawa, Canada.
Mr. Montalban’s presentation provided new
views on spectrum reuse for terrestrial digital broadcasting purposes.
That evening, GOLD students and speakers attended a dinner held in a Sardinian restaurant with plenty of food and networking
opportunities being offered.
The second day of the workshop opened
with a presentation on future MIMO (multiple input/multiple output techniques
given by Peter Moss, Lead R&D engineer
with the BBC’s research and development
division.
Next on the program was Heidi Himmanen, head of radio inspection at the Finnish Communications Regulatory Authority
(FICORA), who provided a perspective on
spectrum management, with emphasis on
the 700–800 MHz region which is to be partially allocated for mobile telecommunica- GOLD workshop events included a tour of the Skylogic Mediterraneo satellite
transmission facility.
tions use in Finland.
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Workshop participants included (l–r) Bill Hayes, Diego Gibellino, David Wood, Peter Moss, Jon Montalban, Heidi Himmanen,
Maurizio Murroni, Sandro Scalise, Antonio Cavallaro, and Wout Joseph.

The operation’s executive director,
Antonio Cavallaro, and some of his colleagues conducted a tour of the facility and provided information about its
operations.

This second GOLD workshop attracted some 40 attendees and speakers from Europe and the United States,
with eight new student members signing up as a result of this event. Thanks

are due to all who helped to make this
a successful event, with special thanks
going to Maurizio Murroni, Cristian
Perra and Vlad Popescu, who helped
organize the workshop.

Shining a Spotlight on Female Engineers
continued from page 8

Other presentations focused on
being a role model, the difficulties of
balancing personal life with work, and
how IEEE student branches can organize Student Professional Awareness
Conferences. These conferences address a technical topic and bring in IEEE
members and other experts to provide
career advice and discuss the benefits
of IEEE membership.
Scholarship
WIE has teamed up with TechSearch
International, a licensing and consulting
firm in Austin, Texas, to offer an annual
US$2,500 scholarship to a female college engineering student. Established in
November, the IEEE Frances B. Hugle
Engineering Scholarship was developed
with TechSearch’s founder Jan Varda-
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man. Hugle, a pioneer in the invention
of tape-automated bonding, used in the
manufacture of ICs, held 16 electronics
patents.
WIE plans to award the scholarship this year to a female IEEE student
member in her third year of undergraduate study at an accredited university or college in the United States.
If you’re interested in donating to the
scholarship fund, visit the IEEE Foundation Webpage and select the Frances
B. Hugle Memorial Fund.
As WIE prepares for its 20th anniversary, upcoming activities include
launching a WIE channel on IEEE.tv,
organizing webinars with IEEE Educational Activities, holding more live
chats on UStream, and redesigning the
WIE website to make it more user-

friendly. The IEEE.tv channel will show
videos of WIE members and events.
The webinars, to be available in the
IEEE eLearning Library, will feature
WIE members discussing their areas
of expertise.
“I look forward to continuing to engage our members in industry, provide
resources for our members in academia,
and inspire students to go into engineering,” Patel says. “I am so happy to be a
part of this world-changing organization
of men and women focused on technology for the benefit of humanity.

This article was reprinted with
permission from the author and
IEEE news source the institute
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A Hybrid Transmission/Receive
System for Field Production
Could the BBC’s MIMO initiative
double channel capacity?
By Bill Hayes
BTS Vice President

to develop a high-definition wireless
camera that used half the bandwidth
of an existing 2 GHz channel. In their
JOHNSTON, IOWA
case this was reducing the bandwidth
In March I spoke at the IEEE Broadfrom 10 MHz to 5 MHz while maintaincast Technology Society’s Second Aning a 20 Mbps data capacity. For the
nual Graduates Of the Last Decade
experimental system, the engineering
(GOLD) Workshop, in Cagliari, Italy.
team at BBC was able to “cherry pick”
The focus of the program was next
some technologies out of the existing
generation broadcasting, a topic that
DVB-T2 system as well as MIMO modis very near and dear to me since in
els from DVB-NGH.
addition to my participation in BTS, I
For me the most interesting and
am also involved in groups from ATSC,
intriguing part was using quad polarSMPTE, NAB and FoBTV that are all
ization for the MIMO transmission.
working in this arena. While the preAs I understand the system, they cresentations from the program looked
ated a 4 × 4 MIMO system using linprimarily at distributing content to
ear polarized antennas (horizontal and
consumers there was one from Peter
vertical)—which we are familiar with
Moss of the BBC’s R&D group that offrom traditional terrestrial broadcastfered a little extra.
ing—combined with circular polarized
(right-hand CP and left-hand CP) that
Multiple Input, Multiple Output
are more typical in microwave and satPeter’s talk was titled “MIMO Techellite systems. This hybrid transmission
nology in Broadcasting—and an appliand receive system not only improved
cation in Programme-making” and it
data capacity but also reliability in chalis the application in program-making
lenging environments.
that I wanted to look at.
The prototype system
MIMO, which stands for
was actually demonstrated
“Multiple Input Multiple
on the floor at the IBC in
Output,” requires at least
September 2012 and all of
two transmit antennas and
the reports I have found
two receive antennas and
were very complementhe idea is to take advantary. While this particutage of multiplexing gain,
lar implementation is on a
diversity gain or both to
camera-mounted 2 GHz
improve channel capacity.
transmitter, there doesn’t
If you look at the chanappear to be any signifinel capacities of existing
cant reason why the same
systems you can see that
techniques could not be
conventional broadcastapplied to 7 GHz or highing services using a single
er frequency systems and
transmitter/antenna and
with some clever antenna
the most sophisticated
design work, perhaps apcoding and interleaving
plied to vehicle or helicoptechniques are very close The BBC demonstrated its prototype hybrid MIMO-based
ter mounted ENG systems
to the Shannon limit. So electronic field production system at IBC last September.
as well.
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even if major changes are made in the
methodologies, the improvements are
small—in theory we have reached the
point of diminishing returns. What Peter’s presentation demonstrated was
that by using MIMO techniques and
some clever coding and optimization,
channel capacity can be increased significantly, perhaps doubled!
So what has this to do with field
production? Well when we consider
that the spectrum crunch is not just
about the UHF band as the CTIA’s recent letter to the FCC suggested, yet
another reduction in the BAS allocation could be in the offing. Not long
ago we retooled our 2 GHz EFP services to reduce the amount of spectrum within the band and the size of
individual channels. Spectral efficiency
is now and will continue to be a driver
as we move forward in time. The BBC
project looked at applying these same
RF techniques and some the techniques
described in the developing DVB-NGH
(next-generation handheld) standard
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Upcoming Events
of Interest to BTS Members
• June 10–11, 2013 − SMPTE “Bits By The Bay” Regional
Technology Conference; Chesapeake
Beach, Md. (Washington, D.C. area)
• June 13–14, 2013 – “Bridging the Gap” training opportunity;
Viacom Hauppauge, N.Y. Facility
• Sept 12–17, 2013 − IBC 2013 Conference and Exhibition;
Amsterdam, Netherlands
• Sept 14, 2013

− BTS IBC AdCom meeting.

• Sept 18–20, 2013 − Radio Show; Orlando, Fla.
• Oct 9–10, 2013

− Broadcast India; Mumbai, India

• Oct 9–11, 2013

− IEEE BTS Annual Broadcast Symposium;
San Diego, Calif.

• Oct 17–20, 2013

− Audio Engineering Society 135th
Convention; New York

• Oct 22–24, 2013

− SMPTE Technical Conference & Exhibition;
Hollywood, Calif.

• Oct 29–30, 2013

− Society of Broadcast Engineers National
Meeting; Indianapolis, Ind.

• Jan 7–10, 2014

− Consumer Electronics Show; Las Vegas,
Nev.

• Feb 22–25, 2014

− NRB Convention & Exposition; Nashville,
Tenn.

• April 5–10, 2014

− NAB Show: Las Vegas, N.V.

If you have information on broadcast-related events that may be of interest to other Broadcast Technology Society members, please submit them at least three months in advance to the BTS Newsletter
editor at BTSeditor@ieee.org.
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Revisiting OFDOM
Since the development of this
system is occurring in the United
Kingdom, the underlying modulation
technology is COFDM, 16-QAM in
this case. However, suggesting another
look at OFDM is not the heresy that
it appeared to be 20 years ago when
the United States was moving toward
the introduction of a digital television
standard. Many of the groups looking
into the next generation or terrestrial
broadcasting services are revisiting
the concept of an OFDM-based system to reach an audience that is considerably more mobile than they were
in the past.
I have to confess that when I first
heard about the development of DVBNGH, I was also hearing about countries in Europe shutting down their
DVB-H infrastructure due to a lack
of consumer interest. It gave me considerable pause as the United States
was just starting to roll out the ATSC
mobile service after developing and approving a standard at a speed not seen
before. I think one of the things that
this work has indicated to me is that
we may eventually be looking for a
broadcast standard that doesn’t differentiate between whether the receiver
is mobile or fixed.
Producing content in high definition,
whether for high-end programming or
news gathering is what the audience
is expecting and the BBC’s “halfRF”
system would seem to be a contender
for allowing more flexibility in how the
work gets done. Peter Moss pointed
out that while the system is still under
development, the BBC did actually use
the camera on the “One Show, Christmas” special. The camera was set up to
view some reindeer, and while it may
not have been the camera of choice
to jump out of a helicopter with James
Bond and the Queen, reindeer are an
important star in most Christmas programs so they obviously have faith in
the technology.
This article originally appeared in the
April 1, 2013 issue of TV Technology
magazine and is reprinted with the permission of that publication.
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‘Physical Layer’ Proposals
Requested for ATSC 3.0 Project
By The ATSC Staff
WASHINGTON
The Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) has
announced a Call for Proposals for the “physical layer” of
ATSC 3.0, the next-generation broadcast TV standard that
in the years ahead could replace the current digital broadcasting systems used in the United States and around the
world. (The physical layer is at the core of a transmission
system for any over-the-air broadcast system. The Physical Layer includes modulation and error coding technologies that will provide the foundation for the next terrestrial
broadcast system.)
The next-generation ATSC 3.0 broadcast television standard must provide improvements in performance, functionality, and efficiency that are significant enough to warrant
the challenges of a transition to a new system. It’s being
planned as a highly flexible system that will enable broadcasters to provide a wide range of services including robust
mobile services to devices such as phones and tablets, as
well as Ultra-High Definition (UHD) television services to
large screen displays.
A primary goal of the ATSC 3.0 physical layer is to provide
TV service to both fixed and mobile devices. Multiple types
of TV receivers, including fixed devices (such as traditional
living room and bedroom TV sets), handheld devices, vehicular screens, and portable receivers will be considered in
the work on ATSC 3.0. Spectrum efficiency, robust service,
and flexibility will be key areas of evaluation. Increased data
rates to support new services such as Ultra-High-Definition
(UHD) are also required.
The level of robustness for devices operating within the
ATSC 3.0 service area should exceed that of the current
ATSC systems, and that of cell phone and other wireless
devices.
ATSC 3.0 is expected to provide robust mobile services
to devices that move, such as phones, tablets, laptops and
personal television sets. As these devices are likely to move
across borders, it’s highly desirable that the specification
contain core technologies which will have broad international
acceptance and enable global interoperability.
The overall ATSC 3.0 project, starting with the physical
layer proposals, will include an assessment of technical requirements, investigation of possible solutions, and development of the middle and upper layers to provide a complete
technical standard for broadcast. Wherever practical, the
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new ATSC 3.0 standard will use and reference existing standards that have been found to be effective and successful.
Consideration will be given to technologies and proposals
that enable a smooth transition from existing systems for
both broadcasters and consumers.
Initial responses to the call for proposals are due on
Aug. 23, 2013. Detailed technical descriptions of proposals
are due by Sept. 27, 2013. The Call for Proposals document
can be downloaded from the ATSC Website, www.atsc.org/
cms/standards/ATSC-3-PHY-CFP.pdf.
Get Involved
The mission of ATSC is to create and foster implementation of voluntary standards and recommended practices to
advance terrestrial digital television broadcasting, and to facilitate interoperability with other media.
The ATSC was formed in 1983 and is an international, nonprofit organization that develops standards for digital television. ATSC member organizations represent the broadcast,
broadcast equipment, motion picture, consumer electronics,
computer, cable, satellite, and semiconductor industries.
Founding members include the Consumer Electronics Association, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
the National Association of Broadcasters, the National Cable
and Telecommunications Association, and the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers.
Being an ATSC member provides an excellent opportunity
to collaboratively shape the capabilities of new technologies
and services and to gain early insight into emerging standards.
Membership is open to any organization having an interest
directly affected by ATSC Standards development. Members
have access to the flow of early information on standards
development.
Membership information is available at www.atsc.org/join.
All ATSC standards, recommended practices, and informational documents are available at no charge from the ATSC
Web site: www.atsc.org.
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Chapter Reports
Region 8 Coordination Committee
Meeting Addresses Chapter Growth
By Pablo Angueira
Associate Editor
IEEE Transactions on Broadcasting
MADRID
A special “face-to-face” chapter coordination committee meeting took place here on April 19 in conjunction with
the 100th IEEE Region 8 Committee meetings. It involved
representatives from various Region societies with a goal of
bringing society members together to strengthen the ties
between them, as well as to enhance cooperation and coordination efforts, enhance
exchange of information, and to provide a
platform for discussing issues of common interest or concern.
Representatives from most active societies attended, including the BTS which I represented. Topics discussed at the meeting
included sharing and education about best
practices, exchange of information between
society representatives about their own experiences, and also methodology for developing a chapter and organizing its events.
Attendees at the meeting represented approximately 30 percent of IEEE societies and
councils.
A central issue at the meeting was the Pablo Angueira
need to foster the participation from the
youngest part of IEEE membership. This need was highlighted
by the overwhelming majority of the societies represented,
especially the importance of having student and GOLD members involved in chapter activities as a means for educating
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future volunteers to serve in section, region, society, administrative committees and IEEE management boards. As a way
of stimulating participation by younger persons, the suggestion was made to increase the number of activities of student branch chapters, as these are the “fuel” that will provide
the “energy” for the organization over time. Information on
setting up student branch chapters is available at the Member and Geographic Activities formation page, http://www.
ieee.org/membership_services/membership/students/branch_
resources.html.
Another important agenda item was the
rejuvenation and reactivation of inactive
chapters. Participants agreed that volunteer
assistance would be needed in such efforts.
The creation of a chapter activities handbook
is being considered by the Region 8 chapter
development committee for providing “howto” aid for new and inexperienced volunteers
in enhancing chapter activities. (I wish to offer my personal congratulations to William
Miller, who was nominated IEEE BTS Chapter Development Committee Chair at the
BTS AdCom meeting held April 7 this year.)
Another area of chapter development
discussed at the April 19 meeting was the
importance of providing educational opportunities for chapter members, with the BTS
Distinguished Lecturer program being given
high marks. (Chapter chairpersons who want more information about this program should consult the Education section
of the BTS Website, http://bts.ieee.org/distinguished-lecturerprogram.html.
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Distinguished Lecturer Valentin
Trainotti Discusses Antenna Designs
BUENOS AIRES
As part of the Distinguished Lecturer program,
BTS member Valentin Trainotti gave a presentation
on low and medium frequency transmitting antenna
theory and design on March 6, 2013. He addressed
an audience of more than 40 university students
and engineering professionals at the Chamber of
Communications and Informatics of the Argentina
Republic conference room in Buenos Aires.
Trainotti’s presentation was titled “Short and
Standard Broadcast Antennas Design for Low
(150–250 KHz) and Medium (535–1705 KHz) Frequencies,” in which he discussed monopole characteristics, input impedance, directivity and power
handling capacity. His theoretical information was
complemented by examples of his own real world
experiences in this field.Trainotti also provided photos of broadcast antenna installations from all over
the world.
A crew from Argentina’s University of Tres de
Febrero recorded the lecture and an interview
with Trainotti which will be distributed via the In- Valentin Trainotti
ternet to the school’s students. This content has
also been delivered to the IEEE AR site.
Trainotti presented the lecture again on
March 20 at the National University of Uruguay, in
Information and photo for this story submitted by Marisabel
Montevideo, Federal District of Uruguay.
Rodriguez.
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BRIDGING THE GAP:
Technical Training from IEEE’s
Broadcast Technology Society
13 & 14 June 2013
Viacom NOC
35 Adams Avenue
Hauppauge, New York 11788 USA
Course Rate:
$395 per student and includes:





2-day session
Copy of 300+ page printed course material
5% discount for IEEE - BTS members
CEUs available
REGISTRATION Information:

ǁǁǁ͘ĐǀĞŶƚ͘ĐŽŵͬĚͬϭĐƋƞƐ
Who Should Take This Course:
 Engineers seeking a deeper understanding of current and emerging technologies used within broadcast
facilities;
 Technicians who want to broaden their experience to
become more versatile.
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Be sure to Attend!!!
All broadcast engineering professionals should plan to attend the IEEE Broadcast Symposium
being held Oct. 9-11, 2013 in San Diego, Ca. This annual event is produced by the organization’s
Broadcast Technology Society and is the pre-eminent conference in this field.
The three-day event will feature radio and television tutorials along with technical presentations
covering such topics as RF infrastructure, network distribution, Mobile DTV, HD radio,
connected TV, antennas, RF measurement techniques and more. Broadcast experts from around
the world will be making these presentations and continuing Education Units (CEUs) needed to
maintain professional engineering certification will be available in connection with symposium
sessions.
In addition to technical presentations, attendees will have the opportunity to network and socialize
at evening receptions and industry luncheons.
Plan now to attend this important broadcast engineering event, which is now in its 63rd year. The
Broadcast Symposium will be held in the Westgate Hotel located just minutes from the beautiful
Gaslamp Quarter, with easy access to and from San Diego International Airport.

For details about the conference, visit the Broadcast Symposium web site:
http://bts.ieee.org/broadcastsymposium/
For more information about the IEEE Broadcast Technology Society, visit our web site:
bts.ieee.org
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IEEE International Symposium on Broadband
Multimedia Systems and Broadcasting
KWWSZZZEWVLHHHRUJ

June 11th – 13th, 2014, Beijing, China
KWWSZZZEWVLHHHRUJ
th

The IEEE International Symposium on Broadband Multimedia Systems and Broadcasting 2014, the 9 in the series, will be
held in Beijing, China. The symposium is the premier forum for the presentation and exchange of technical advances in the
rapidly converging areas of multimedia broadcasting, telecommunications, consumer electronics, and networking
technologies.





General Chair
x Jian Song, Tsinghua Univ., China
General Co-Chairs
x Pablo Angueira, Univ. of Basque Country,
Spain
x Albert Heuberger, Fraunhofer Institute II
x Ulrich Reimers, Tech. Univ. of
Braunschweig, Germany
x Yiyan Wu, Comm Research Centre
Canada
x Feng Zou, Academy of Broadcasting
Science, SARFT, China
Technical Program Chairs
x Jintao WangTsinghua Univ., China
x Byeungwoo Jeon, Sungkyunkwan Univ.,
Korea
x Bo Ai, Beijing Jiaotong Univ., China
x Namho Hur, ETRI, Korea
x Amaia Arrinda, Univ. of Basque Country,
Spain
x Christian Foster, Univ. of ErlangenNürnberg, Germany
x Jian Xiong, Shanghai Jiaotong Univ.,
China
x Demin Wang, Comm. Research Centre,
Canada
x Tao Jiang, Huazhong Univ. of Science
Technology, China
Financial Chairs
x Amanda Temple, IEEE - BTS;
x Shaoyuan Wu, CYTS, China

7KHV\PSRVLXPVHHNVWHFKQLFDOSDSHUVRQWKHIROORZLQJWRSLFV
1. Multimedia systems and services
1.1 Mobile TV
1.2 IPTV & Internet TV
1.3 DTV and broadband multimedia
systems
1.4 VoD, interactivity, datacasting
1.5 Field trials and test results
1.6 Content management
1.7 Service deployments
1.8 Future services of Broadcasting

4. Multimedia processing
4.1 Audio technology
4.2 Video coding and processing
4.3 Content adaptation and scaling
4.4 Error resilient and concealment
4.5 Rate control
4.6 Retrieval and indexing
4.7 3-D and multi-view video
4.8 Content protection and
watermarking

2. Multimedia devices
2.1 Display technology
2.2 Acquisition technology
2.3 Set-top box and home networking
2.4 Mobile, portable, and handheld
devices
2.5 Program guides and navigation
2.6 New human-device Interaction

5. Transmission and networking
5.1 Channel modelling and simulation
5.2 Channel coding, modulation,
multiplexing
5.3 Signal processing for transmission
5.4 Propagation and coverage
5.5 Congestion control
5.6 Traffic and
 performance monitoring
5.7 Networking and QoS
5.8 Next generation of Broadcasting
system

3. Multimedia quality: Performance
evaluation

3.1 Performance evaluation
3.2 Objective evaluation techniques
3.3 Subjective evaluation techniques

Prospective authors are invited to submit extended abstracts of about 1000
words by e-mail to btsbmsb@ieee.org. Each abstract must include at least
two key words chosen from the topics mentioned above.
Please indicate that the abstract is submitted to the IEEE International
Symposium on Broadband Multimedia Systems and Broadcasting 2014,
and include the corresponding author’s full name and contact information
including: Affiliation, address, e-mail and phone number.




Important dates:
Submission of extended abstracts: December 16th, 2013
Notification of acceptance: February 28th, 2014
Submission of camera-ready paper: April 25th, 2014

All inquiries to jsong@tsinghua.edu.cn
Summer 2013
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IEEE Broadcast Technology Society Administrative Committee
Society Officers
President: William Meintel
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Secretary: Thomas Silliman
Senior Past President: Thomas M. Gurley
Junior Past President: William T. Hayes
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R. Surette
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Symposium Chair
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Education Chair
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Membership Chair
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Technical Activities
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James Fang

GOLD Committee Chair
Wout Joseph

Newsletter Editor
James O’Neal
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James E. O’Neal

Publications Chair
Charles W. Einolf Jr.

Nominations
William T. Hayes
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2011 Broadcast Symposium
David Layer
Paul Shulins
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Yiyan Wu

United States Telecommunications
Training Institute (USTTI)
Gerald Berman
IEEE Transactions on
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Yiyan Wu

Committee on Man and Radiation
Eric Wandel

Women in Engineering (WIE)
Christine Di Lapi
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Engineering College
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The MITRE Corporation
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BTS Business
New Website
Please visit our new Website at http://bts.ieee.org/ to see all the
changes that have been made. If you have any suggestion for our Website,
please send an e-mail to: bts@ieee.org.

New Phone Number
We have a new telephone number that’s dedicated for IEEE BTS business:

732-562-6061.
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